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In past years a number of surveys have been made 
on the subject of retention . The surveys have covered 
practically all of the subjects in our school curriculum. 
Sor1e surveys have been made along this line in the field 
of mathematics . However, most of these cover the hl ~her 
branches of mathematics . Even those covering algebra 
delve into the more complex forms of the subject. There-
fore it was decided that a survey in retention based on 
the elementary phase would be worthwhile. 
Retention in learning is the final measuring 
stick for finding how well subject matter is taught . 
Practically all subjects in the hi gh school and grade 
school curriculum, as well as that of the institutions 
of higher learning, are dependent on some subject which 
was studied by the student during the precedinr, years. 
This makes it necessary that one of two conditions must 
be met (1) Either the student must retain sufficient 
knowledge of the preceding work to carry on the advanced 
work satisfactorily, or (2) A review of the precedine 
work: must be given . 
2 
Problem 
The problem is to discover as nearly as possible , 
"The retention of sophomores , who the preceding year had 
taken algebra, in the four fundamental arithmetic opera-
tions of positive and negative numbers . " 
The four fundrunental arithmetic operations are 
namely: addition, subtraction, multiplication and divis -
ion . In making computations with positive and negative 
numbers there are four possibilit ies involving cases con-
cerning a positive and a negative , a negative and a posi -
tive , two negative , and two positive numbers . Nerrative 
numbers are numbers havin~ a minus value and positive 
numbers are numbers which have a plus value . 
Purpose 
The purpose of the test was fourfold . First , to 
ascertain the knowledce retained by students in each of 
three classes of high schools in Kansas . The classes 
chosen were A, Band C and are accredited as such by the 
state department of education . some of the factors used 
in accrediting schools in Kansas are: enrollment, school 
plant , library, number and qualifications of teachers and 
teacher tenure. The classification of the various schools 
participating was taken from the Kansas Educational Direct-
3 
ory for 1943-1944 . 1 
Second, to determine the relation of the amount 
retained to the natural intelli ence of the pupil . The 
natural intelligence of the pupil was procured from each 
school and was designated by a score received on a stand-
ard r . Q. test . 
Third , to compare the amount of knowledge retained 
with the pupils scholastic grade received in the subject . 
Fourth, to ascertain the amount retained by boys 
and the amount retained by irls in each of the school 
classifications . 
Method and Scope 
A test ;:as formulated which would eliminate as 
many mechanical errors as possible . Only the sir~le 
numbers sixteen and four and ei hteen and three were used . 
The numbers sixteen and four were arranged horizontally in 
four rows , each row consisting of one each of the four 
possibilities involved. The numbers eighteen and three 
were arranged vertically in the same manner . By this 
method each operation ,as performed t\ice . 
1. George L. Mcclenny, Kans as ..,duca tional D rect-
ory , Kansas State Dep~rtment of ~ducation, Topeka, State 
Printer, 1943 , pp . 20-71. 
4 
After the tests were prepared and printed a postal 
card questionnaire was sent to seventy-one schools askine; 
if they would cooperate in administering the test . These 
seventy- one schools were in each of the three classifica-
tions as shown in the Kansas School Directory for 1943-44 . 
It was explained that the test was simple and could be 
given in five or ten minutes . The questionnaire was sent 
on a double postal card . All that the administrator need 
do was mark the card either yes or no and return it . Of 
the seventy- one cards sent sixty were returned . Nine 
answered no without explanation and seven answered no and 
explained . Four of these said that algebra was alternated 
with another subject and it had not been taught the year 
before . Three said that the algebra teacher had been so 
poor the year before that it was inadvisable to ur1 their 
school in the testing . The remaining forty-four schools 
requested a total of seven hundred and thirty tests . These 
were sent and forty-three of these schools returned them. 
Postage was included in each package of tests for their 
return . Six hundred and two tests were returned . The 
reason for the difference in number sent and number return-
ed is accounted for in the fact that one school did not re-
turn the tests and several of the others did not use as 
many as we r e requested . 
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Review of Literature 
thorough search was made of available literature 
pertaining to the study of retention in alrebra . There 
was considerable information concernin~ the more advanced 
phases in the field , but very little v10r1~ was found deal -
ing with such an elementary problem as positive and ne,,.a -
tive numbers . 
The literature available , which \las of E' compcrable 
nature to the problem at hand , was in rerard to tho second 
purpose of this thesis or a study of retention as compared 
with I . • 's . 
Vhite says , 11 '7hat will it . refit a _ upil , even if 
he has a 3reat mind , if he is not interested in his work , 
does not put forth the proper effort an~ has no purpose 
in view . 112 This statement was made in relation to proof 
that a hi 0h I . Q. w snot a definite index to a person ' s 
ability to master elementary aleebra . 
Lason takes the same point of view in the statement , 
"Students with a high I. ., • , who were tested at the com-
pletion of the ninth grade course :.n mathemt :..ics, ,e d to 
2 . nnabel L. ·Nhite , The Retention of Elementary 
Al[ebra ••• After varyin Intervals of Time . (John 
Hopkins Univer sity , 1930), p . 47 . 
6 
for£et more , but they can afford to forget more and still 
rank hi
1
gh . 113 
Layton takes a somevhat different point of view in 
the statement , "There is some evidence that the ranking of 
pupils accordinG to I . ~.'s and rankin~ accordinc; to know-
ledge retained tends to be similar . 114 
3. E. T . Layton , "Persistence of Learning in ::le-
rr.entary Algebra . 11 ( Journ~ of ~duca t:onal s: choloq 
Vol . 23 , p . 51, January lv32J. 
4 . ...Tellie C. Uason , A Study in the Retention of 
Junior :r:ie;h school T11athematics . Laster ' s T __ esis , Uni -
versity of r.linnesota , 1932 , p . 26 . 
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CHAPTER II 
cm:PARISO rs OF RETENTION 
Retention by all Students 
Before separa~ing the materials collected into the 
variou classifications ~hat were to be studied ~nd na·-
in[: an analysis of the sa1,e, an overall view of the D.:.ct-
ure \'las studi.ed . The test i:,h~_ch wns sent out to tr.. st --
dents was composed of thirty- two problems . There were 
ei ht problems in d9Cl of the sections, addition , subtrac-
tion, n~ltiplication, anc division . This ~ethod provided 
for the ~orking of each problem tldce, once vertically 
end once horizontally, usins different althou~h elementary 
numbers in each case . This was done for the u_pose of 
elim~natin~ mechan_cal errors . If the student perfonned 
the operation correctly in one case and incorrectly ln 
the other , the -ista·e vs probably a m~ch&niccl error . 
If the problem was solv0d correctly ir.. both coses the iri-
dication was that there was an understandinr of the prin-
ciple involved . The six hundred 3.ncl two tests ;,ith th::.rty-
t Io problems in a test_ ade a total of nineteen thousand 
two l:undred and s.:..x.ty-four problens . Of the total nunber 
of problems fifteen thousand and twenty were correctly 
solved . Fi~urinc this on a percentare basis it revealed 
8 
tha t the percent that were correctly solved was seventy-
seven and eight - tenths . 
Breaking the test cown into its parts shows that 
there rare four thousand nine lrundred nd four add ton 
problems of ,iliich three thousand seven luncred and sixty-
two were nswered correctly . '11his 10ans that seventy- six 
and seven- tenths percent of the addition problems \ere 
correct . 
Three thousand one :undred nd forty- four of the 
subtraction problems were correct or sixty- four ond one-
tenth percent . 
Four thousand one hundred and tvrnl ve of the multi -
plication problems were correct or eighty- three ond nine -
tenths per cent . 
Four thousand three hundred and flfty- f ur division 
problems were correct or ei hty- ei ht nd eirht - tenths 
percent . 
If the test is reduced further it shows that there 
were one thousand tvrn hundred and twenty- six addition 
problems invo lvin£ the addin of a positive to a noITative • 
. Tine hundr ed and twenty- eirht of these were answered cor-
rect ly or se venty- f ve nd six- tenths percent . 
Ei 0ht hundred and seventy- two problems involvinr; 
add i ng a negative to a positive were answered correctly 
9 
or seventy- one and one - ten t h perc ent . 
One thousand one hundr ed and forty- six problems 
involv ng the add~tion of two positive numbers were cor-
rectly answered or ninety- three and four - tenths percent . 
Eight hundred and sixteen problems involving the 
addition of two negative numbers were correct or sixty-
six and five - tenths percent . 
Six hundred and forty - t 10 lnvolvine the subtraction 
of a positive from a negative were correct or fifty-two 
and three - tenths percent . 
Seven hundred and seven problems involving the s b -
tracting a negative from a positive were correct or fifty-
seven and six- tenths percent . 
}:ine hundred and fifty- fl ve problems involving sub-
tr~ct in r a positive from a positive were cor ct or 
seventy- seven and nine-tenths percent . 
ifht hundred and forty problems involving subtract-
ing a negative from a negative rnre correct or sixty-eight 
and five - tenths percent . 
The multiplication problems disclosed that one 
thousand and seventy- seven or eighty-seven and ei ht-tenths 
percent corr ectly solved problems involvin mu1t·plication 
of a negative by a positive . 
Mos t of the multiplication problems missed involved 
mul tipl y i ng a positive by a negative . Only nine hundred 
10 
and six problems or seventy- three and nine - tenths percent 
ere answered correctly . 
The best multiplication result was found vhere it 
would naturally be expected , in problems dealing with the 
multiplication of a positive by a positive . There were 
one thousand one hundred and two correct answers or ei ~hty-
nine and nine - tenths ercent . 
One thousand and twenty seven problems involving 
multiplying a negative by a negative or ei ghty-three and 
seven-tenths percent were answered correctly. 
The best results of the test were discovered in the 
division problems . In problems involvin dividing a ne ga-
tive by a positive one thousand one hundred and fifty- nine 
or ninety- four and five-tenths percent were correct . 
Only nine hundred and thirty- four cou _d correctly 
solve a positive divided by a negative . This was seventy-
six and one - tenth percent . 
I1he most accurate work of the test was done in di -
vidin1 a positive . One thousand one hundred and seventy-
five solved this section correctly or a percentage of 
ninety- five and eight - tenths. 
One thousand and ei hty-slx correctly solved prob-
l ems involving the division of a negat_ve by a negative or 




PERCEITAGE 01" CORR 'CT ANSWERS IN EACH POSSIBr..:: CASE 
Negative Positive Positive Ne ative 
and and and and 
Positive Negative Positive Nega tive 
Addition '75 . 6% 71. Fs 93 . 41.; 66 . 51b 
Subtraction 52 . 3% 57 . 6% 77 . 9% 68 . 5% 
Ilul t iplica ti on 87 . s1t 73 . 9;; 89 . 9% 83 . 7;~ 
Division 94 . 5;; 76 . 1% 95 . 8% 88 . 5;; 
Retention as Shovm In The Three School Classifications 
The three school classifications in Kansas as ac-
credited by the State Departrr,ent of Education are I , B, 
and c. The method of accrediting is explained on page 2 . 
The actual results of the test are as follows: 
Two hundred and eie:hty-two students i:om Class A 
accredited schools took the test , which made nine thousand 
and twenty- four problems . There were two thousand two 
hundred and fifty- six problems in each of the four arith-
metic processes . 
One thousand seven hundred and nine addition prob-
lems were worked correctly , or seventy-six percent . 
One thousand four hundred and seven subtraction 
problems were correct , or sixty- two percent . 
One thousand ei~ht hundred and eighty- two multipli-
12 
cation problems were correct or eighty- three percent . 
Two thousand and twenty- three division problems 
were correct or eighty- nine percent . 
Among the addition problems there were five hundred 
and sixty- four each involving addinc a positive to nega -
tive, a negative to a positive , a positive to a positive 
and a negative to a negative . 
Four hundred and sixteen involving adding a positive 
to a negative were correct or seventy- three and seven- tenths 
percent . 
Three hundred and eighty- seven involving uddine a 
negative to a positive were correct or sixty- eight arid six-
tenths percent . 
Five hundred and thirty-four involving adding a 
positive to a positive were correct or ninet: -four and seven-
tenths percent . 
Three hundred and seventy- two involving adding a 
negative to a negative were correct or sixty- five and nine-
tenths percent . 
In the subtraction problems two hundred and eirhty-
three involving subtracting a positive from a negative 
were correct or fifty and two - tenths percent . 
Three hun red and twelve involving subtracting a 
negative from a positive or fifty- five and three-tenths 
13 
percent . 
Four hundred and thirty involvin subtractin a 
positive from a positive were correct or seventy- six and 
six-tenths percent . 
Three-hundred and eighty- two involving subtrac~ing 
a ne ative from a neGat:ve were correct or sixty- seven and 
seven- tenths percent . 
Five hundred and one involving multiplyine negative 
by a positive were correct or eighty-eight and eirht - tenths 
percent . 
Four hundred and nine involvine multiplying a posi -
tive by a negative were correct or seventy- t ,o and five -
tenths percent . 
Five hundred and seven involvin multiplying a posi-
tive by a positive were correct or eirhty- ni and nine-
tenths percent 
Four hundred and sixty- five involving multiplying 
a ne a ti ve by a ne r::a ti ve vrnre correct or eichty-two and 
four- ten t hs percent . 
Five hundred and thirty- six involvins dividing a 
positive by a negative were correct or ninety- five percent . 
Four hundred and thirty- nine involvine dividin · a 
negative by a positive were correct or seventy- seven and 
ei ht-tenths per cent . 
14 
Five hundred and forty-four involving dividing a 
posit ive by a positive were correct or ninety-six and four-
tenths percent . 
Five hundred and four involving dividing a negative 
by a negative were correct or eirhty- nine and three-tenths 
percent . 
TABLE II 
P""'RCENTAGE OF CORR.uCT ANSWERS n- E CH OF THE 
POSSIBLE CASES IN CLASS A HIGH SCHOOLS 
liegati ve Positive Positive 
and and and 
Positive l.ee;a ti ve Positl ve 
Addition 73 . 7 i 68 . 6~ 94 . 71o 
Subtraction '-1 55 . 3;~ 76 . 6Jt 50 . 2,o 
Multiplication 88 . 8;b 72 . 5;i 89 . 9;~ 




65 . 9~t 
67 . 7% 
82 . 4;; 
89 . 3~ 
In schools, which were accredited as class B, one 
hundred and ei hty-fi ve students took the test , w'bich 
totaled five thousand nine hundred and twenty problems . 
These were , like those in class A, divided into addition , 
subtraction, multiplication and division . 
Of the one thousand four hundred and eighty addition 
problems one thousand one hundred and thirty- eight were 
solved correctly or seventy-six and nine-tenths percent . 
15 
Nine hundred and sixty subtraction problems were 
solved correctly or sixty- four and el ht - tenths percent . 
One thousand two hundred and thirty- seven multi -
plication problems were solved correctly or eirhty- tb.ree 
and five - tenths percent . 
One thousand three hundred and one division prob-
lems 1ere solved correctly or eighty- seven and nine-tenths 
percent . 
The four sets were further divided , as they were 
in the class A schools, into the four po9sibilities in 
each process . 
There were three hundred and seventy problems in-
volving addin" a positive to a ne~ative . There were t,o 
hundred and eighty-six answered correctly or seventy- seven 
and two-tenths percent . 
Two hundred and sixty-three problems in vol vine; 
adding a negative to a positive were answered correctly 
or seventy- one and nine-tenths percent . 
Three hundred and forty-four problems involving 
adding a positive to a positive were answered correctly 
or ninety- two and nine-tenths percent . 
Two hundred and forty-five problems involvinr add-
ine a negative to a negative were correct or sixty- six and 
two - tenths percent . 
16 
In subtraction one hundred and ninety- six problems 
involving subtracting a ositive from a negative were cor-
rect or fifty- tvo and nine - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and twenty- two problems involving sub-
tracting a negative from a positive wore correct or sixty 
percent . 
Two hundred and ninety problems involving subtract-
ing a positive from a positive were correct or seventy-
ei ..,.ht and three - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and f fty- two problems involvin sub-
tractlng a ne ntive f'rcm ne ativo were correct or ixty-
eight and one - tenth percent . 
Three hundred and nineteen probl ems involving 
multiplyln: a nee;ative by a positive were correct or 
eighty- six and two - tenths percent . 
rrwo hundred and seventy- fl ve pro bl s invol vin 
multiplying a positive by a ne gative were correct or 
seventy- eight and three - tenths percent . 
Three hundred and twenty-nine problems involving 
multiplying a positive by a positive were correct or 
el hty- eicht and nine-tenths percent . 
Throe hundred and four•teen problems invol vlng multi -
plying a negative by a ne ative were correct or ei ghty- four 
and ei Jht -t enths percent . 
17 
Three hundred and forty- six problems involving 
dividin& a negative by a positive were correct or ninety-
three and five - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and seventy- nine problems involving 
dividinr a neeative by a positive were correct or seventy-
five and four - tenths percent . 
Three hundred and forty-nine problems involving 
dividing a positive by a positive were correct or ninety-
four and three-tenths percent . 
Three hundred and twenty- seven probler1.s involving 
dividing a negative by a negative were correct or eighty-
eirht and three-tenths percent . 
TABLE III 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT ANSi~RS IN EACH OF THE 
POSSIBL~ C SES IN CLASS B HIGH SCHOOLS 
Neg-ative Positive Positive 
and and and 
Positive Negative Positive 
Addition 77 . 2% 71 . 9% 92 . 9% 
Subtraction 52 . 9% 60~b 78 . 3~; 
ultiplication 86 . 2% 78 . 3,v; 88 . 9;'b 




66 . 2% 
68 . 1% 
84 . SJ.s 
88 . 3,& 
In schools that were accredited as class C, one 
hundred and thirty-five students took the test, which 




These were , like both of the others , divided into addi -
tion, subtraction , multiplication and division . 
Of the one thousand and ei hty addition problems 
eicht hundred and twenty- seven were solved correctly or 
seventy-six and five-tenths percent . 
Six hundred and nlnety subtraction problems were 
correct or fifty- four and six- tenths percent . 
Nine hundred and five multiplication problems were 
correct or eighty- three and seven-tenths percent . 
Nine hundred and forty- two division problems were 
correct or eighty-seven and two - tenths percent . 
There were two hundred and seventy problems in-
volving addition of a positive to a negative . There rere 
two hundred and four of these correct or sevent -five and 
five-tenths percent . 
There were two hundred correct problems involving 
addition of a negative to a positive or seventy- four per-
cent . 
There were two hundred and forty- six correct prob-
lems involving adding a positive to a positive or ninety-
one and one - tenth percent . 
There were one hundred and seventy- seven correct 
problems involving adding a negative to a negative or sixty-




Ther e were one hundred and forty-one correc t prob-
l ems invol ving subtractinry a positive from a ne ative or 
forty- two and two - tenths pe r cent . 
There were one hundred and fifty- two correct prob-
l ems invo l ving subtracting a negative from a positive or 
fifty- six and two - tenths percent . 
There were two hundred and thirteen correct prob-
lems invol ving subtracting a positive from a positive or 
seventy- e i ght and ei ght - tenths percent . 
There were one hundred and ei ghty- four correct 
problems involving subtracting a ne gative from a ne oative 
or sixty- ei:ht and one - tenth percent . 
There were two hundred and thirty- five correct 
problems involving multi plying a ne £ative by a positive 
or ei r hty- seven percent . 
There were two hundred correct problems involving 
multiplying a positive by a negative or seventy- four per-
cent . 
There were two hundred and forty- four correct prob-
lems involving multiplying a pos i tive by a positive or 
ninety and three- tenths percent . 
There were two hundred and t 1enty- six correct p rob-
lems involvi ng multiplying a negative by a ne gative or 
eighty- three percent . 
) 
20 
There ere two hundred and fifty- five correct prob-
lems involving dividing a positive to a negative or ninety-
four and five - tenths percent . 
There were one hundred and ninety-four correct prob-
lems involving dividing a negative by a positive or seven-
ty-one and eight-tenths percent . 
There were tvro hundred and sixty correct problems 
involvin6 dividine a positive by a positive or ninety-six 
and two - tenths percent . 
There were two hundred and thirty-three correct 
problems involvin~ dividln~ a ne ative by a ne ative or 
ei~hty- six and t io-ten~hs percent . 
TABLE IV 
P RCENTAG..., OF CORRECT ANSNERS IN EACH OF TH._, 
POSSIBLE CASES nr CLASS C HIGH SCHOOIS 
Neeat1ve Positive Positive 
and and and 
Positive Negative Positive 
ddition 75 . 5% 74% 91 . 1% 
Subtraction 52 . 56 . 2% 78 . 8% 
.. ultiplica t:i..on 87;$ 74% 90 . 3% 
Division 94 . 5% I cf 96 . 2;~ 71 . 8,.., 




65 . 6% 
68 . 1/; 
83~ 
86 . 2;~ 
On the test sheet was a space provided for the student 1 s 
21 
I. Q. A great many papers were returned with this space 
filled in with avera _e , lov.r, hifh, etc . However , two 
hundred and f i fty- three were returned with fieures which 
might be used . These papers were divided into three 
groups . Papers of students whose r . ~- was ninety or be -
low were placed in one r:roup , t_ os e between ninety and one 
hundred and ten in snother and those over one hundred ten 
in a third . 
In the :-roup vri th an r. Q, . of over one hundred and 
ten there were seventy- s x students . Two thousand and 
seventy-three answers were correct out of a possible two 
thousand four hundred 2nd thirty- tvo or eic,"hty-five and 
two- tenths percent . 
In the group with an I. . • of betv1een ninety and 
one hundred and ten there were one hundred an · forty-five 
students who correctly answered three thousand five hundred 
and thirty- two of the four thousand six hundred and forty 
problems or seventy-six percent . 
In the [roup with an I . ~ . of ninety or less there 
were thirty-two students who correctly answered six hundred 
and fifty- six of the one thousand and twenty- four problems 
or sixty-three and six- tenths percent . 
These three groups were further divided into roups 
containing probl ems involving only one of the four funda -
22 
menta l arithmetic operations . 
In the lower I . ~ . group the thirty- two students 
correctly answered one hundred and forty- ei~ht of the two 
hundred and fifty- six problems involving addition or fifty-
seven and ei~ht - tenths percent . 
This section was further divi 'ed into croups con-
taining problems involvine addin a positive to a negative, 
negative to positive , positive to positive and neeat ve 
tone ative . There we re sixty- four problems in each roup . 
Thirty- six of the problems involving addin~ a posi-
tive to a negative were correct or fifty - six and tvro - tenths 
percent . 
Thirty of the problems involvinf addinc a necative 
to a positive were correct or forty- seven percent . 
Fifty- one of the problems involvine ddine a posi -
tive to a positive \!ere correct or seventy- nine and seven-
tenths percent . 
Thirty- one of the problems involvins addln~ ne~a -
tive to a nec;ative 1,1ere correct or forty-:Jeven percent . 
One hundrecl and twenty-one of the two hundred nd 
fifty-six problems invol vin,; subtraction ·vere correct or 
forty- seven and two - tenths percent . 
Twenty- three of the problems involvine subtraction 
of a positive from a negative were correct or thirty- six 
23 
percent . 
Twenty- five of the problems involvinf subtraction 
of a negative from n positive were correct or thirty- nine 
and five-tenths parcent . 
Thirty- eight of the problens involvinE subtraction 
of a positive from a posit ive ere correct or fifty- nine 
and three- tenths percent . 
Thirty- five of the problems involving subtraction 
of a negntive from a negative were correct or fifty- four 
and seven-tenths percent . 
One hundred and seventy-one of the t iO tundred and 
fifty - six multiplication problems were correct or sixt -
six and eiGht -tenths percent . 
Forty-two of the problems involvinc multiplyinc a 
negative by a positive were correct or sixty- ive and six-
tenths percent . 
Thirty- ei ht of the problems involvinu ~ultiplvinr, 
a positive by a negative were correct or fifty-nine and 
three - tenths percent. 
Fo.rty-f i ve of the pro bl ens involving nru.lt iplying a 
positive by a positive were correct or seventy and three -
tenths percent . 
~orty- six of the problems involvinu multiplying a 
ne[ative by a negative were correct or seventy-one and 
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ei ht - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and thirteen of the tv:o hundred and 
fifty- six division probl · s were correct or eirhty- three 
and two-tenths percent . 
Fifty- four of the ~roblems involving division of 
a negative by a positive rere correct or eighty-four and 
three-tenths percent . 
Forty- five of the problems involvinc division of 
a positive by a negative were correct or seventy and three-
tenths percent . 
Fifty- five of the problems involvin~ division of a 
positive by a pos_tive were correct or eighty-five and 
nine-tenths percent . 
Fifty-nine of the ,roblems involvinr division of a 
negative by a ne 0 ntive were correct or ninetu - two and one-
tenth percent . 
T BL.:. V 
P ~RCE1,TAGE OF CORRECT ~iS .'ERS, T' .... ACH O? THE :510UR 
CAS~S , OF' STUD~TS VI'I1H AN I. Q. BEL01 ! lJINETY 
Negative Positive Positive Neeati ve 
and and and and 
Positive Nep;ative Positive l~er:ati ve 
Addition 56 . 2;~ 47~: 79 . 7% 47~{. 
Subtraction 36t 39'. 57; 59 . 3% 54 . 7% 
1.u lt i plication 65 . 6~ 59 . 3Jh 70 . 3'/a 71.8'-; 
Division 84 . 35~ 70 . 311a 85 . 91G 92 . l,fo 
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There ~ere one hundred ru1d forty- five students in 
the middle group v1bose I. Q. ' s were from ninety to one 
hundred and ten . These students correctly worked six 
hundred and fifty-five of the one thousand and sixty ad-
dition problems . 
One hundred and eighty- four probl ms involving 
addinc a positive to a negative were correct or sixty- nine 
ana four- tenths percent . 
One hundred and sixty- seven problems involving add-
in~ a negative to a positive were correct or sixty- three 
percent . 
T ro hundred and forty- three problems involvin 
adding a positive to a posit ive were correct or ninety and 
five - tenths percent . 
One hundred and sixty- one problems in· )lving adding 
a negative to a necative were correct or sixty and eight-
t en ths percent . 
Five hundred and ninety- eight subtraction problems 
were correct or fifty- six and four-tenths percent . 
One hundred and ten problems involving subtracting 
a positive from a negative were correct or forty- one and 
five-tenths percent . 
One hundred and thirty- six problems involving sub-
tracting a negative from a positive were correct or fifty-
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one and three- tenths percent . 
One hundred and ninety- five problems involving 
subtracting a positive from a positive were correct or 
seventy-three and six-tenths percent . 
One hundred and fifty- seven problems involvinB 
subtracting a negative from a negative were correct or 
sixty percent . 
Eieht hundred and sixty of the multiplication prob-
lmns were correct or ei ghty- one and one-tenth percent . 
Two hundred and thirty-two problems involving multi-
plying a negative by a positive were correct or eir hty-
seven and five-tenths percent . 
One hundred and seventy-nine problems involving 
multiplying . a positive by a negative were correct or sixty-
seven and five-tenths percent . 
Two hundred and thirty- four problems involving 
multiplying a positive by a positive were correct or eighty-
ei ght and three-tenths percent . 
Two hundred and fifteen problems involving rrru.ltiply-
ing a negative by a negative were correct or ei ghty- one 
and one tenth percent . 
Nine hundred and nineteen division problems 1ere 
correct or eighty-six and seven-tenths percent . 
Two hundred and forty- eight problems involving 
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divisi on of a negative by a positive were correct or nine -
ty- three and five - tenths percent . 
One hundred and ninety- five problems involving di-
vision of a positive by a negative were correct or seventy-
three and five - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and fifty problems involving division 
of a posit ive by a positive were correct or ninety- four 
and three- tenths percent . 
Two hundred and twenty- six problems involvine divi -
sion of a negative by a negative were correct or eighty-
five and three-tenths percent . 
TABLE VI 
PERCENT GE OF CORRECT ANSWERS, IN EACH OF ':::HE :::"OUR 
CASES , OF STUDENTS WITH AN I. Q. . BETWE:SN 90-110 
Necative Positive Positive Negative 
and and and and 
Positive Ne.c:ative Positive Ne~ati ve 
Addition 69 . 4,; 63% 90 . 5%: 60 . 8;£ 
subtraction 41 . 5% 51 . 3r; 73 . 6% 60% 
Multiplication 87 . 5% 67 . Sfo 88 . 3% 81.1% 
Division 93 . 5i~ 73 . 5% 94 . 3% 85 . 37'~ 
There \'Tere seventy- six students in the group Hhose 
I . l • was more than one hundred and ten . 
This group worked five hundred and ten of the six 
hundred and eight addition problems correctly or ei hty-
three and n i ne- tenths percent. 
One hundred and twenty- eight problems involvin 
addi tion of a positive to a negative were correct or 
eichty- three and nine - tenths percent . 
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One hundred and twenty- one problems involvin ad-
dition of a negative to a positive were correct or seven-
ty- nine and six- tenths percent . 
One hundred and forty- five problems involving 
addition of a positive to a positive were correct or 
ninety- five and four - tenths percent . 
One hundred and sixteen problems involving ad ition 
of a negative to a ne 0 ative were correct or seventy- six 
and three- tenths percent . 
Four hundred and forty- three subtraction p oble ms 
~ere correc t or seventy- two and ei cht - tenths 1~rcent . 
Ninety- two problEITis involving subtract on of a posi -
tive from a negative v,rere correct or sixty and five - tenths 
percent . 
One hundred and six problems involving subtract on 
of a necative from a positive were correct or sixty-nine 
and six- tenths percent . 
One hundred and tvrnnty- s be problems in vol vin sub-
traction of a positive from a positive were correct or 
eighty- two and nine - tenths percent . 
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One hundred and nineteen problems involving sub-
traction of a negative from a negative were correct or 
seventy- eisht and three- tenths percent . 
Five hundred and forty- six multiplication problems 
were correct or eighty- nine and eir;ht - tenths percent . 
One hundred and thirty- seven problems involving 
multiplication of a negative by a positive were correct 
or ninety and one-tenth percent . 
One hundred and thirty- five problems involvine nrul -
tiplication of a positive by a negative were correct or 
eighty- eight and eight-tenths percent . 
One hundred and thirty- nine problems involving 
multiplication of a positive by a ?Ositive were correct 
or ninety- one and four-tenths percent . 
One hundred snd fifty- two problems i volvine., multi-
plication of a negative by a negative ~ere correct or 
eighty- oicht and ei~ht-tenths percent . 
Five hundred and seventy-four division ~roblems 
were correct or ninety-four and four-tenths percent . 
one hundred and forty- eicht problems involvin0 di -
vision of a negative by a positive rere correct or ninety-
seven and three tenths percent . 
One hundred and thirty- five problems involving di-
vision of a positive by a negative were correct or ei ;hty-
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eie-,ht and eight-tenths ~ercent . 
One hundred and forty- nine problems involving 
division of a positive by a positive were correct or 
ninety- eight percent . 
One hundred and forty- two problems involving di-
vision of a negative by a nerative were correct or ninety-
three and ~our- tenths percent . 
T BLE VII 
P.uRCENTAGE OF CORR..'..CT Ai-S.'JERS , IN EACE OF THE FOUR 
C .SES, OF STUD -ins ·.1rTH .Ir I . ~· OVER 110 
Posi ve Positive ~:er;a t 
and and and 
ve 
[e"'atlve Positive rer,at i ve 
Addition 83 . 91s 79 . 6% 95 . 76 . 3% 
Subtraction 60 . 5% 69 . 6% 82 . 9,, 78 . 3~ 
Lultiplica tion 90 . 1% 88 . 8% 91 . 4/ 88 . 8:0 
Division 'at 88 . 8% 98,~ 93 . 4~ 97 . 3,J 
Retention compared 1lith Scholastic Grade 
The six hundred and two , who vrnre tested, received 
the following e;rades: Eighty- two , A; one hundred and forty-
seven , B; two hundred and fifteen , C; one hundred and 
twenty- four , D; and thirty-four , F . 
students , who had received a letter crade of A, cor-
rectly worked six hundred and fifteen of the six hundred 
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and fifty- six addition problems correctly or ninety-three 
and seven- tenths ,r::e rcent . 
Pive hundred nd sixty- three of the subtrnction 
problems were correct or eighty- five and eight - tenths per-
cent . 
Six hundred and t 1enty- seven of the multiplication 
problems were correct or ninety- five and six- tenths per-
cent . 
,'ix hundred nnd forty- four of the di vision :problems 
were correct or n nety- nine and seven-tenths percent . 
Students , who J.ad received a letter rrade of:-- , 
correctly worked one thousand and forty - four of the one 
thousand one hundred and seventy- six addition problems or 
eichty- eight and ei.._..ht - tenths percen t . 
Ei;ht hundred and ninety- one of the s btractlon 
problems were correct or seventy- five and eight - tenths per-
cent . 
One thousand and sixty of the multiplication prob-
lems were correct or n nety and two- tenths percent . 
One thousand and eighty- six of the division prob-
lems were correct or n.:.nety- four and four - tenths percent . 
students , v1ho had received a letter ri-rade of C, 
correctly worked one thousand two hundred and sixty-seven 
of the one thousand seven hundred and twenty additlon 
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problems or seventy- three and seven- tenths percent . 
One thousand and fifty- two of the s ubtraction prob-
lems were correct or sixty- one and two - tenths percent . 
One thousand four hundred and sixty- seven of the 
multiplication problems were correct or ei hty- five and 
three-tenths percent . 
One thousand five hundred and forty- tv10 of the di-
vision problems were correct or eighty-nine and six-tenths 
percent . 
Students who had received a letter e rade of D, cor-
rectly worked five hundred and eighty of the nine hundred 
and ninety- two addition problems or fifty- ei~ht and five -
tenths percent . 
Four hundred and twenty of the subtraction problems 
were correct or forty-two and three - tenths p ~cent . 
Six hundred and eighty of the multiplication prob-
lems were correct or sixty- eicht and four-tenths percent . 
Seven hundred and eighty- one of the division prob-
leins were correct or seventy- ei r ht and seven- tenths per-
cent . 
Students , who had received a failinu :rade, cor-
rectly worked seventy- one of the one hundred and ninety-
tuo addition problems or thirty- six and nine-tenths per-
cent . 
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Forty- four of the subtraction problems were cor-
re c t or twenty- two and nine- tenths percent . 
One hundred and three of the multiplication prob-
lems were correct or fifty- three and six- tenths percent . 
One hundred and twenty- nine of the division prob-







PERC~ TTAGE OF ':::~fE PROBL~HS CORR_,CTLY SOLVED BY 
THOSE R:::C~IVIlTG _,ACH OF THE FIVS LETTER GRADES 
A Su ;1u ion 
93 . 7ft 85 . 8,o 95 . 6,~ 
88 . 8% 75 . 8% 90 . 2;b 
73 . 7'/.i 61.2~b 85 . 3;"6 
58 . 5% 42 . 3Js 68 . 47~ 
36 . 9% 22 . 9% 53 . 6;~ 
D v· s on 
99 • 7,o 
94 . 4% 
89 . 6% 
78 . 7~b 
67 . 3% 
In class schools students , ·:vho had rece ved a 
letter t:rade of , correctly worked three hundred and 
twenty- nine of the three hundred and forty- four addltion 
problems or ninety-five and six- tenths percent . 
1rhree hundred and twelve of the subtraction problems 
were correct or ninety and seven- tenths percent . 
Three hundred and twenty- nine of the multiplication 
problems were correct or ninety- five and six-tenths percent . 
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Three hundred and forty- one of the division prob-
lems were correct or ninety- nine and one-tenth percent . 
Students , who had receiv d a letter rrade of B, 
correctly worked five hundred and one of the five hundred 
and fifty- two addition problems or ninety and seven-tenths 
percent . 
Four hundred and twenty- four of the subtraction 
problems 1ere correct or seventy- eifht and six- tenths per-
cent . 
Five hundred and four of the multiplication prob-
lems were correct or ninety and ei~ht - tenths percent . 
Five hundred and twenty- four of the division prob-
lems uere correct or ninety- four and four - tenths percent . 
Students , who received a letter srade of c, cor-
rectly ·worked five hundred and sixty- five of .,_½e eight 
hundred and sixteen addition problems or sixty-ei~ht per-
cent . 
Four hundred and fifty- five of the subtraction prob-
lems were correct or fifty- five and ei 0ht -t enths percent . 
Six hundred and seventy- one of the multiplication 
problems were correct or eighty- two and two-tenths per-
cent . 
Seven huncrcu and thirty- six of the division prob-
lems were correct or ninety and one-tenth percent . 
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Students , who had received a letter grade of D, 
correctly worked two hundred and seventy- four of the four 
hundred and sixty- four addition nroblems or f fty- nine 
percent . 
One hundred and ei r;hty- fi ve of the subtraction 
problems were correct or thirty- nine and ei:::;ht - tenths 
percent . 
Three hundred and fifteen of the multiplication 
problems were correct or sixty- seven and nine-tenths per-
cent . 
Three hundred and sixty- one of the division prob-
lems were correct or seventy- seven and eight - tenths per-
cent . 
Students , who received a failing crade , correctly 
worked forty of the eit:;hty addition problems r ..... :!:'ifty per-
cent . 
THen ty- ei"'ht of the subtraction problems v;ere cor-
rect or thirty- five percent . 
Fifty- five of the multiplication problems were 
correct or sixty- eic;ht and seven- tenths percent . 
Sixty-three of the division problems were correct 
or seventy- eight nnd seven-tenths percent . 
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TABLE IX 
P ~RCENTAGE OF CORRECT A1"S JERS, 
BY LETTER CRAD= , Ir CLASS!: SCHOOLS 
Su on Hu Di is on 
95 . 6;l o. 7,;; 95 . 6;6 99 . l;i 
n 90 . 7,;; 78 . 6% 90 . 8 94 . 41 
C 68,i 55 . 8,, 82 . 2~; 90 .1,; 
D 59;; 39 . S<s 67 . 9 ,t 77 . 8,., 
F 50,t 35,; 68 . 7/~ 78 . 7 0 
In the class B schools students , who received a 
letter ~rade of . , correctly worked one hundred and seventy-
three of the one hundred and ninety- two additlon problems 
or ninety and one - tenth percent . 
One hundred and forty-five of the subtraction prob-
l ems were correct or seventy- five and one-ten h percent . 
One hundred and eighty-eight of the multiplication 
problems were correct or ninety- two and seven-tenths per-
cent . 
One hundred and eighty-three of the division prob-
lems were correct or ninety-five and three-tenths perc nt . 
students , u o received a letter ernde of :i:1 , coPrect-
ly orked three hundrec. and sixty- five of the four hundred 
and ei£ht addition problems or eighty- nine and four - tenths 
percent . 
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Three hundred and twenty- five of the subtraction 
problens were correct or seventy- nine and six- tent1.s per-
cent . 
Three hundred and fifty- five of the r.rnltiplica tion 
problems were correct or eichty- neven and four - tenths per-
cent . 
Three hundred and ~ixty- four of the division prob-
lems were correct or ei hty- nine and t".·10- tenths percent . 
Students , who had received a letter crade of c, cor-
rectly worked three hundred and slxty of the four hundred 
and seventy- t :o addj_ tion problems or seventy- six unc. tv o-
tenths percent . 
:1hree hundred and nineteen of the subtraction rob -
lems were correct or s:xty- seven and five-tenths :p3rcent . 
Four hundred and twenty- four of the mu 1 tiplica tion 
proble-:1s were correct or ei[hty- nine and ei:ht - tenths per-
cent . 
£our hundred and twenty-ei("l'ht of the division rob-
lems were correct or ninety and six- tenths percent . 
dtudents , ;1ho received a rade of C, correctly 
worked one hunc.red and sixty- nine of the three 1.1.undred and 
four addition problems or fifty- five and five - tents per-
cent . 
One hundred and twenty- eicht of the subtraction 
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problems were correct or forty- two and one - tenth percent . 
Two hundred '"'nd thirty- five of the division prob-
lems were correct or ei hty- three and four - tenths percent . 
Students , ilio received a failinG erade , correctly 
worlrnd fifty- three of the one hundred and four addition 
problems or fifty and nine- tenths peccent . 
~ort;- four of the subtraction prob lems were correct 
or forty- two and t~ree - tenths percent . 
Two hundred and thirty- five of tho division prob-
lems •1ere correct or ein-hty- three and four- tenths percent . 
?ifty- six of the r.ml ti lica tion problems were cor-
rect or fifty-three and ei ,...ht - tenths percent . 
Sixty- nine of the ivision probler::1s vrnre correct 







P~RCEIJTAG~ OF CORR.._,CT A·-mlE. S , 
BY LE':1':'..!..R ,..R DE rr CL: S0 B 0C::oor.s 
Addition Subtraction liul tiplica tion 
90 . 17; 75 . 1% 92 . 7r/, 
89 . 4,; 79 . 6% 87 . 4~·; 
76 . 25t 67 . 5% 89 . s;; 
55 . 5% 42 . 1% 77 . 3;~ 
50 . 9~; 42 . 3J& 53 . 8% 
:::,1vision 
9 5 . 3;; 
89 . 21 
90 . 6,1 
83 . 4,; 
66 . 3% 
In class C schools students , who had received a 
letter crade of A, correctly worked one hundred and 
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thirteen of the one hundred and twenty addition :'.:)roble1s 
or ninety- four anc t,o- tenths percent . 
One hundred and six of the subtraction problems 
were correct or eighty- eight and three- tenths percent . 
This :roup of students worked all of the problems 
in nrultiplication and division correctly. 
Students , lfuo had received a letter grade of B, 
correctly worked one hundred and seventy- nine of the two 
hundred and sixteen addition probl0ms or eichty- two and 
four- tenths percent . 
One hundred and forty- two of the subtraction prob-
lems were correct or sixty- five and four- tenths percent . 
Two hundred and one of the multiplication problems 
were correct or ninety- three percent . 
One hundred and ninety- oi[ht of the d:i ·ision prob-
lems ~ere correct or ninety- one and seven- tenths percent . 
students , who had received a letter Grade of C, cor-
rectly worked three hunctred and forty- four of the four 
hundred and thirty- t ,o addition problems or seventy- nine 
and six- tenths percent . 
Two hundred and seventy- eight of the subtraction 
problems were correct or sixty- four and three- tenths per-
cent . 
Three hundred and sevent y - two of the multiplication 
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problems were correct or eighty- six and one - tenth per-
cent . 
Three hundred and seventy- eieht of the division 
problems were correct or eighty- seven nnd five - tenths per-
cent . 
Students , who received a letter r,rnde of ;J , correct -
l~T worked one hundred and thirty- seven of the tvm hundred 
and tvrnnty- four addition problems or sixty- one and one-
tenth percent . 
One hundred and seven of the subtraction probJ.Bms 
lere correct or forty- seven and seven- tenths· ercent . 
One hundred c.nc:;. forty of the multiplication prob-
lems were correct or sixty- two and five - tenths percent . 
One hundred and sixty- seven of the division problems 
were correct or seventy- four and five - tenths Jercent . 
Students , 1ho received a failing grade , correctly 
answered fifty- eieht of the eighty- eight addition problems 
or sixty- five and nine- tenths percent . 
Fifty- two of the subtraction problems were correct 
or fifty- nine and one-tenth percent . 
Seventy- two of the multiplication proble1s were 
correct or eiehty- one und seven- tenths percent . 
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TABLE XI 
PERCENTA E OF CORRECT ANSWERS , 
BY TTER R.DE , IN CLASS C SCHOOLS 
Addition Subtraction L.ul tiplica.tion Divlsion 
A 94 . 2,~ 88 . 3% 100% 100% 
B 82 . 4,~ 65 . 47; 93% 91 . 7,'J 
C 79 . 6% 64 . 3% 86 . 87 . 5; 
D 61. 1~; 47 . 7% 62 . 5;& 74 . 5,~ 
F 65 . 97; 59 . 1% 81. 7,; 87 . 5% 
Retention of Boys and Girls Compared 
The number of students who cooperated in the exam-
ination was almost equally divided betv:een boys and irls . 
The total number was two hundred and ninety boys and three 
hundred and twelve ryirls . 
The boys correctly answered one thou~~nd eiryht 
hundred and fifty- six of the two thousand three hundred 
and twenty addition problems or seventy- nine and ei ht -
t;enths percent . 
The rirl s correctly answered one thousand nine 
hundred and eighty- one of the two thousand four hundred 
and ninety- six problems or seventy- nine and three - tenths 
pe r cent . 
The boys correctly answered one thousand five 
hundred and seven of the subtrac tion problems or sixty-
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four and eight - tenths percent . 
The girls correctly answered one thousand six 
hundred and ninety of the subtraction problems or sixty-
seven and three - tenths percent . 
The boys correctly answered two thousand and twenty 
cf the multiplication problems or ei hty-seven and one-
tenth percent . 
The irls correctly answered two thousand one 
hundred and sixty-three multiplication problems or ei~hty-
six and five-tenths percent . 
The boys correctly ans,rnred two t~1ousand one hundred 
an twenty- three of t.ie di vision problems or ninet:,--one 
and three-tenths percent . 
The girls correctly answered two thousand. tv.;o hundred 
and sixty of the division problems or nine J and four-






PERCEl TAGE OF CORRECT AlJS .'VERS !•1 0R BOYS A(D GIRLS 
ddition Subtraction : .. ultiplica tion Division 
79 . S;'S 64 . 8~ 87 . 1,; 91 . 31 
79 . 3% 67 . 3;b 86 • 5,o 90 . 4% 
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CHAPT R III 
CONCLUSIONS A~ID EL,COHI E!JDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The various comparisons that were made point to 
the conclusion that there is a lack of knowledr-e regD.rding 
the mani~ uJa ti on of positive and negative numbers . This 
s definitely noticeable in the solving of subtraction prob -
lems . The rule governinG subtraction problems, 11 change 
the sign of the subtrahend and proceed the sru~e as in ad-
dition" , appears to be the difficulty that is encountered . 
l~ltiplication and div sion problems are correctly solved 
in ei~hty- five or more precent of the cases . Approximately 
eichty percent of the add"tion problems were correctly 
solved . 
There is little or no evidence which inc.ic3.tes that 
one type or classification o~ school , such as , ~ , ~, 
as listed in the I'"ans as Directory, is better than another 
in regard to teachinc of positive and n0cative number n 
al ebra . 
Psychologists in the main point out that there is 
a tendency for students with a high I. 
than those students vri th a low I . . 
study, two students Hi th high I . • 1 s 
• to retain more 
~owever , in this 
failed to answer a 
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large percentage correctly, which may be due to a lack of 
interest in algebra , at least in that _art represented y 
positive and negative number . Also , students , with an 
I . Q. belov1 ninety correctly solved ninety- tYm and one-
t en th percent of the di vis ion problems in vol vine; two ne .a-
ti ve numbers , vhereas , only ei(...hty- fi ve and three- tenths 
percent were correctly solved by students dth an: •• 
bet een ninety and one hundred and ten . Poss:ble reasons 
for t1is are that the students with a lovr I. . mi ht have 
had instructors that dwelt more on this particular phase , 
or the students mi ht have been more interested in this 
particular section. On the other hand , one student ¥dth 
a low I . 0 . ans,ered every problem correctly . This ~tud nt 
:ndoubtedly had a great interest in al ebra , at :least re-
garding positive and ne ative number . 
The a~ount of knowledge retained , concerni the 
manipulation of positive and ne -a ti ve 11U1 ber , .1as :n direct 
roportion to the scholastic erade rece:ved in alcebra . 
This ceneralization holds true on the averace of students . 
However , there are e:::ceptions . Two students , who had re -
ceived an "F" grade in algebra , correctly solved ninety 
percent of the problems . The "F" gr~de undoubtedly uas 
based on sonething other than an underst nding of po itive 
and negative number . 
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Neither the boys nor the p;irls showed any ind ca-
tion , on the averace, of outclassing the other in this 
phase of al£:ebra . However , in addition , rultiplica tion 
and division boys showed a very slirht advantaee . On 
the other hand , the airls were , on the average , two and 
five - tenths percent better than the boys in subtraction 
problems . 
• ecommenda tions 
On the basis of this study tho writer feels jus -
tified in makine; the following recommendations which prob-
ably are of value to the teachin3 Jrofess:on: first, 
clearly more time s _10uld be devoted to the study of posi-
tive and negative number particularly of problems n sub-
traction; second, e:reater stress should be placed on a 
fe, simple rules such as the follo1in~: in acJition prob-
lems if the signs are the smne add the problem and use the 
common sirn in the answer , if the sicns are unlike find 
the difference and use the sisn of the larger; in subtrac-
tion problems change the si5n of the subtrahend and proceed 
the same as in addition; in multiplication and division 
problems if the signs '.lre alike the answer is always posi -
tive , if the sicris are unlilrn the ansuer is al ways neGa ti ve; 
third , students with a high I . ':, ., and who learn readily, 
mir;ht well be encouraged to make a further study in mathe-
matics through the use of the principle of acceleration . 
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APPEKDIX 
The writer vdshes to take this opportunity of 
vine special recor;nition to the schools which cooper-













































Las t Y •a r's Final ,mclc in J\ lg·plJ1·a ---
ud nt's Nam ,lassi ficaL ion of sC'hool 
SLutlcn L's l. Q. 
Sign d Numbers 
Lis is 110L a Les t in the usua l sense of the tL•nn , iL is mt•rcl y a Rlll'VL'Y fm· Llw purpose of uscl'J't.a inin p; lhc 
on of sophomores in hig·h school a lgcbrn. T he probh·n1s shou ld be ~e lf t•xpl nnalory; bul if you 11 •t d an inter -
on Lhe pcnion t\dmini s tering the L st wi ll make i t fo r yo u. 
idition as perfor m d in algebra 




lbtra Lion as pe rfo r med in a lgebra 
,.) - lG 
4 
(6.) l G 
- 1 
[ulliplica tion as performed in alg •brn 
L ) - l G 
4 
livision as perform tl in a lgebra 
13 ) - l G 
4 = 
:olve a s incli caL tl 
7. (- 18) + (3 ) = 
n. ( 18 ) + (3) = 
11. (- 18) - (3) = 
!3. ( 18 ) - (3 ) 
!5. (- 18) (3) -
n ( 18 ) X (3) = 
2!). (- 18) (3) = 
1. ( 18 ) (3) = 
(10.) 16 
., [ 
(14.) l G 







(1 5. ) 1G 
1 
= 
18. ( 18 ) + (-3) = 
20. ( 8) + (- 3) = 
22. ( 18 ) - (- 3) = 
24. ( 18) - ( :l) = 
2G. ( 18 ) r ( - :{) = 
28. ( 18 ) X (- 3) = 
30. ( 18 I) ( -3 ) -
:rn. (- 18 ) (- 3) = 






(Ui.) - lG 
- 4 = 
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